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Special issue on proton transfer in biological systems1. IntroductionFig. 1. Schematic representation of the Grotthuss mechanism for proton transfer
along hydrogen-bonded chains (HBC) in proteins. In the figure, two carboxylic
acids of the protein (the protein wall of the pore is shown in blue) form the
beginning and end of the HBC, and the middle part consists of a chain of water
molecules. Thus, the middle part of the figure represents also the ‘classical’
Grotthuss mechanism for proton transfer in water. In (A) the HBC is aligned for
proton transfer, which occurs in B through proton ‘hops’ between consecutive
components of the chain. Thus, the proton that leaves at the top is different from
the proton that entered. In order for the same chain to transfer a second proton
along the same trajectory, the HBC needs to reorient (C) (‘turn’) so that in (D) it
is aligned as in (A).This special issue of Biochimica et Biophysica Acta—
Bioenergetics is devoted to proton transfer in biological
systems. Because proton transfers are the most common
biochemical reactions and because of the pivotal role of a
proton electrochemical gradient in energy conservation, obtain-
ing mechanistic insights into proton-transfer reactions in
biological systems is of central importance.
The publication of this special issue in the year 2006
coincides with the 200-year anniversary of the publication by
Theodor Grotthuss in 1806 [1] that later gave the name to the
‘Grotthuss mechanism’ for proton transfer in water. A translation
by Pomès into English of the original Grotthuss paper (written in
French) is included here. Proton (hydronium, H3O
+) diffusion in
water occurs much faster than the diffusion of any other ion of
similar size, presumably due to the hydrogen-bonded nature of
the solvent. The ‘classical’ version of the Grotthuss mechanism
(illustrated in the middle part of Fig. 1) has a chain of water
molecules connected by hydrogen bonds that transfer a proton
by a ‘domino’ effect. In other words, the proton that enters the
chain is different from the proton that exits, and the H3O
+
molecule does not transfer bodily across the chain. In this
version of the Grotthuss mechanism, the rate-limiting step was
considered to be the ‘turn’ step (a ‘structural diffusion’), where
the water molecules have to reorient in order to transfer a second
proton along the same trajectory (see Figs. 1C and D). What
Grotthuss describes in the 1806 paper, however, bears little
resemblance to this ‘Grotthuss mechanism’; rather it introduces
the concept of a negative and positive pole of the water molecule
and that water can align in chains facilitating the transfer of
charge. In recent models, excess protons in water are thought to
oscillate between a Zundel ion, where the proton is shared
between two water molecules (H5O2
+), and an Eigen cation,
where a H3O
+ molecule is coordinated to 3 water molecules
(H9O4
+) [2,3]; however, it should be noted that to this day the
detailed mechanism of proton transfer in H2O is by no means a
solved issue (see, e.g., [4]). For further discussion on the
Grotthuss mechanism in this special issue, see the contributions
by Cukierman, by Mulkidjanian et al., and by Wraight.
Proteins that transfer protons either into a buried catalytic site
or all the way through the protein (as in pumps or proton-
coupled transporters) need ‘proton wires’ [5], hydrogen-bonded0005-2728/$ - see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2006.08.011chains (HBC) of protonatable amino acids and/or water
molecules, whose function is to facilitate proton transfer into
the otherwise hydrophobic interior of a protein (Fig. 1). A
proton hop between components of a wire occurs across short
distances (average distance between nuclei in a HBC is typically
2.5 Å), and a ‘disconnection’ as a result of an increase in the
distance by a few Å (depending on the dynamics) between a
fixed pair of a hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor is enough to
essentially abolish proton transfer [6]. This scenario provides an
excellent opportunity for ‘gating’ proton transfer by small
conformational changes in proteins. The involvement of water
molecules in intraprotein HBCs has been nicely demonstrated in
a number of experimental studies, and more data about the
direct roles of these water molecules (or H3O
+) as the actual
donors/acceptors of protons are emerging (see, e.g., [7]), a topic
discussed in this special issue by Lanyi and by Wraight. The
Fig. 2. Schematic of individual proton-transfer steps in a proton-transferring
protein. Real proteins may show all or some of these features. (i) Protons in the
bulk solution (supplied directly by hydronium ions or by proton donors such as
buffers or water molecules) equilibrate with the surface of the protein (depicted
schematically as having two acceptor groups, Ap1 and Ap2) and/or membrane
(acceptor groups Am1 and Am2). (ii) The captured protons equilibrate with the
initial proton donor (Di) at the inside orifice of a proton-transfer pathway. (iii)
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man, and the possibility of ‘gating’ proton transfer by changes
in water wire orientation is discussed by Wikström and
Verkhovsky.
It should be kept in mind, however, that the presence of water
molecules (or polar amino acids) per se is not enough to provide
efficient proton transfer; the aquaporins are great examples of
this. These channel proteins conduct water molecules efficiently
through a pore in the structure, which at the narrowest point
contains water molecules in a single file, while transfer of
protons is effectively excluded. The mechanism for how this
specificity is achieved is under debate. It has been suggested to
be due to the disruption of the hydrogen-bonded chain of waters
by coordinating a ‘bottleneck’ water molecule to amino acid
side chains in the channel [8,9]. An alternative explanation is
that the selectivity relates to the high-energy electrostatic barrier
of desolvating the H3O
+ molecule when it is removed from bulk
water [10]. In the latter scenario, excluding protons from protein
pores is the ‘norm’, and a protein through which proton transfer
is desirable needs to evolve enough favorable electrostatic
interactions to overcome this barrier.
A schematic summary of different proton-transfer steps in a
membrane-bound proton-transfer protein is shown in Fig. 2,
where different real proteins may show some or all of the
features:The protons are transferred from the donor to an acceptor (Ain) via a series of
protonatable groups and/or water molecules (HBC1 and HBC2), forming a
hydrogen-bonded chain. (iv) In a proton pump (or transporter) the protonated
acceptor (Ain) changes conformation to a state where it is instead in contact with
the other side of the membrane (Aout). (v) The proton is transferred along the
second HBC (depicted by the components HBC3 and HBC4) to the final release
group (Ro) on the outside. (vi) Here again (cf. steps (i) and (ii)), there may be
equilibration with the protein (Ap3, Ap4) and/or membrane surface (Am3, Am4)
before protons are released to the bulk solution. The membrane is from Ref.
[15].(i) Protons in the bulk solution equilibrate with the surface of
the protein (and possibly also the membrane surface).
Collisions with the surface may occur directly with H3O
+
ions or with proton donors such as buffer or water
molecules.
(ii) The protons ‘captured’ at the surface equilibrate with the
initial donor (Di) at the orifice of a proton-transfer
pathway.
(iii) The proton is transferred along a HBC to an acceptor, be it
(a) a site of catalysis or (b) a protonatable group that has
acquired a high pKa through, e.g., interactions with a
recently reduced redox site or through conformational
changes induced by, e.g., substrate binding or light
absorption.
(iv) In the case of proton pumps, the proton is transferred
across the membrane. In Fig. 2, the acceptor (A) is
depicted as having two conformations (‘in’ and ‘out’) in
which it is in contact with the bulk solution on either the
‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of the membrane. Controlling such a
conformational change is one way to achieve ‘gating’, a
central issue for the function of proton pumps.
(v) In the ‘out’ conformation, the acceptor is now connected,
through a second HBC, to the final site of proton release
(Ro) at the opposite side of the membrane.
(vi) The proton is released to solution presumably through the
same mechanisms as those discussed for proton uptake in
(i) and (ii).
All of these individual steps present different problems, and
the optimum players in terms of the amino acid side chains orwater molecules, functional pKas, etc, are probably different in
the different steps. HBCs may also be ‘static’ or form sufficient
contacts only during the steps in the catalytic cycle when they
are needed, as occurs in bacteriorhodopsin (see, e.g., [11] and
Lanyi, this issue).
2. Organisation of this special issue
After the translation into English of the original Grotthuss
article by Pomès, the article by Cukierman gives an
overview of Grotthuss’ life and work. It also discusses
current possible mechanisms of proton transfer in water as
well as in biological systems such as the ion-channel
gramicidin. Wraight gives a general introduction to proton-
transfer reactions and reviews proton-transfer mechanisms in
a select number of proteins, including the bacterial reaction
center. Special emphasis is put on the specific roles and
benefits of using water molecules as major proton-transfer
components.
In Fig. 2, the first step (i) concerns the behavior of protons at
protein/membrane surfaces and is an important issue for
bioenergetics, as it relates to whether protons extruded from
869Preface‘bioenergetic pumps’ equilibrate with the bulk solution or if
they move locally along the membrane surface to their ‘sinks’,
e.g., the ATPases. Many proteins involved in proton transloca-
tion have been suggested to have so-called ‘proton-collecting
antennae’ [12] that are composed of protonatable and charged
amino acid residues attracting and funneling protons to the
initial donor for a pathway. Functional significance (on the
time-scales relevant to individual steps in the catalytic cycle) of
surface His residues for efficient proton transfer has been
demonstrated in bacterial reaction centers [13]. In the review by
Mulkidjanian et al., the starting point is this long-standing
debate over whether proton gradients are delocalised. The
authors then review experimental and theoretical work addres-
sing the behaviour of protons at surfaces. The article by Gutman
et al. also discusses proton transfer at the molecular surface,
using internal proton transfer in a fluorescein molecule as a
model system. The authors also suggest that the magnitude of
kinetic deuterium (solvent) isotope effects can be used to
distinguish between inter- and intramolecular proton transfer.
Electrostatic interactions are of fundamental importance in
proton transfer and gating because the functional pKas of the
involved groups take part in determining the trajectory and rate
of proton transfer through the pathway. These pKas are
determined by the nature of the protonatable group, the dielectric
constant of the surrounding medium, the interactions with other
residues, and the interactions with nearby prosthetic groups such
as those involved in electron transfer. Consequently, the proton
trajectories and proton-transfer rates may be modulated, e.g., by
electron transfer to a redox cofactor or conformational changes
of protonatable groups or their surroundings. The article by
Gunner et al. gives an overview of current methods used to
calculate pKas in proteins. The light-driven proton pump
bacteriorhodopsin is used as an example of where such
calculations have been important in elucidating the reaction
mechanism. Quenneville et al. also discuss the use of pKa
calculations (see below).
The coupling of proton transfer to electron transfer is
very common in proteins. The e−/H+ coupling ranges from
‘pure’ hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), where both the
electron and the proton come from the same donor and
go to one acceptor, to coupling between totally separate
transfer of the electron and proton, both from and to
different sites. Blomberg and Siegbahn discuss this topic in
the context of their calculations of the reaction mechanism
in quantum chemical models of ribonucleotide reductase and
cytochrome c oxidase. HAT is also discussed by Klinman,
who reviews the experimental proof, especially from the use
of the three hydrogen isotopes, H, D, and T, of non-classical
behaviour in HAT. The data are interpreted in the framework
of Marcus theory, developed originally for electron transfer
[14].
Lancaster et al. discuss evolutionary aspects of coupling
exergonic chemical reactions to the creation of a proton gradient
or vice versa in the context of the Wolinella succinogenes
quinol:fumarate reductase. In their review, they summarise the
current experimental and theoretical support for the ‘E-pathway
hypothesis’, which suggests that this protein evolved a pathwayfor proton ‘leaks’ in order to make the overall catalysed reaction
energetically favourable.
Proton translocators have a wide variety of physiological
roles, one example, discussed by Murphy and DeCoursey, being
the voltage-gated proton channel in phagocytes. In their
contribution, these authors discuss the absolute requirement in
this cell type for the voltage-gated proton channels in order to
charge compensate the electrogenic production of superoxide
anion by the NADPH oxidase.
Bacteriorhodopsin, a light-driven proton pump, is perhaps
the system for which most details are known about the proton-
transfer mechanism. Lanyi summarises, in his review, what is
known about this process and why the protons take the
trajectory they do in each step of the catalytic cycle.
The bc1 complex catalyses the reduction of cytochrome c
using electrons from the quinol pool. This exergonic
reaction is coupled to the translocation of protons via the
Q-cycle mechanism, reviewed by Crofts et al., who also
discusses the role of an intermediate semiquinone and a
possible mechanism for how gating is achieved in this
complex.
Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) couples the exergonic
reduction of oxygen to the translocation of protons across
the membrane. How pumping is achieved in this protein is
discussed by Quenneville et al., Wikström and Verkhovsky,
and Brändén et al. Quenneville et al. review results from
their combination of quantum chemical and ‘global’
electrostatics calculations of pKa changes in specific groups
during different catalytic steps. This approach has led to the
suggestion that one of the His ligands to CuB has a central
role in the pumping mechanism. Wikström and Verkhovsky
review experimental and theoretical support for the central
role of a Glu residue ∼10 Å from CuB. In the model of
Wikström and Verkhovsky, the pump is initiated by proton
transfer from this residue to a pump element, linked in time
to the electron transfer between the hemes. Brändén et al.
review experimental details about the structural elements
involved in the different steps of proton transfer in CcO (cf.
Fig. 2).
As evident from the summary above, this special issue
covers a broad range of aspects of proton-transfer reactions in
biological systems reflecting current knowledge. I thank all
the contributors, and I hope that their insights and ideas can
serve as inspiration for future research within this fascinating
field. I also thank Professors Peter Brzezinski and Peter Rich
for inviting me to be the guest editor for this special issue, an
enjoyable task!
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